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The Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery is pleased to present STEWART SCAMBLER: FRAGMENT– an exhibition that high-

lights a new body of work by renowned Western Australian potter Stewart Scambler, inspired by his journey through 

the Pilbara and Kimberley regions of WA. 

Opening on Friday 4 May 6pm at LWAG, Stewart Scambler: Fragment is a striking assemblage of large-scale sculptural 

forms and murals, which is in contrast to the more commonly known vessels and domestic ware Scambler contin-

ues to produce. 

The installation seek to convey something of the experience of being in these places. The sculptures do not imitate 

natural phenomena, but rather capture key features of the landscape, such as the sharp-edged profiles of gorges 

and rock formations, and the rich, red earth of the North.

Arriving in Perth from England as a young boy, Scambler was struck by the natural environment and, in particular, 

the intense light of Western Australia. Both the material and aesthetic qualities of the local landscape remain central 

to his practice as a potter.

On his property at York in the Wheatbelt region of Western Australia, Scambler grows trees to stoke his wood-fired 

kiln. His clay bodies are made from locally sourced materials. His glazes take on the earthy, muted colours of the 

Australian bush, enlivened by tonal variation and surface markings that emerge during the firing process.

Image: Stewart Scambler, Fragment II (detail), 2017-2018, oxidised stoneware, manufactured clay from Kalamunda kaolin, dimensions variable. © 
Stewart Scambler. Photograph: Kevin Gordon

A journey in clay!
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It is this unique process in combination with his approach to capturing the raw essence of the landscape, which 

intrigued curator Dr Sally Quin. “It has been fascinating to learn about the total commitment required (by Scambler) 

to make wood-fired pottery.”

Wood firing is a process where the results are not entirely predictable. Changes in kiln temperature and atmosphere 

can affect the firing in significant ways. “There is a element of chance when working with fire, which does not exist 

with a gas or electric kiln. It is not for the faint-hearted and requires strong determination, clarity of vision and equa-

nimity.”

Scambler’s connection to the natural environment, lies too at the heart of his process. “At the core of Stewart’s 

practice is a commitment to sustainability and a deep concern for the environment.” Dr Quin says. “To replace wood 

used in the firings, up to 100 trees are planted annually on the property at York, where his kiln is set.”

“Those familiar with Stewart’s wonderful studio pottery will be exhilarated by this new step into large scale murals 

and sculptural forms.  Encapsulating his experience of being in the landscape their combined presence within this 

installation is breathtaking and provides an entirely new lens through which to view his practice”- Chief Cultural 

Officer, Ted Snell AM CitWA. 

Opening Night
Friday 4 May 6pm  at Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery. 

Artwork 
Stewart Scambler, Fragment II (detail), 2017-2018, oxidised stoneware, manufactured clay from Kalamunda kaolin, 

dimensions variable. © Stewart Scambler. Photograph: Kevin Gordon 
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Exhibition Website

Curator Sally Quin’s introductory essay

Artist’s website

MEDIA ENQUIRIES
Caine Chennatt      Ted Snell AM CitWA

Manager, Audience Development                                           Chief Cultural Officer

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/js4lbirw7wbipof/AABJ5QyOpP-Wr-YrqOTZKuc0a?dl=0
http://www.lwag.uwa.edu.au/exhibitions/fragment
http://www.lwgallery.uwa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/3102987/Fragment_Essay.pdf
http://www.stscambler.com.au

